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 � fActs
the Disney+ video streaming service debuted on november 12, 2019.

 | the service is currently available in the us, canada, and the netherlands and will also launch in Australia, new Zealand 
and puerto rico on november 19.

 | More than 10 million customers signed up for the service within 24 hours since it was launched.
 | The hack was first reported on November 16 by ZDNet website1.

following multiple reports in the media, cyberint performed an investigation into the accounts for sale already made 
available for purchasing on the deep and dark web.

 � cyberint reseArcH insiGHts
Per initial research, the detected accounts for sale appear to be compromised as a consequence of credential stuffing2. 

We’ve already seen that threat actors have created and are distributing ‘configs’ for credential stuffing, or account 
checking, tools that are readily available on the deep and dark web. 

utilizing these nefarious tools, the threat actor can take exposed credentials from other compromises and then test 
these ‘combos’ against other online services. As can be seen in the below (figures 1 and 2), using one of these tools with a 
‘Disney+’ config allows the threat actor to gather valid credentials for Disney’s streaming service as well as details of their 
subscription status.

1  https://www.zdnet.com/article/thousands-of-hacked-disney-accounts-are-already-for-sale-on-hacking-forums/ 
2  Credential stuffing is the automated injection of breached username/password pairs in order to fraudulently gain access to user accounts

Figure 1 - Credential Stuffing Tool (AKA 
Account Checker) running a Disney+ config 
to find valid accounts from a ‘combo’ list 
of previously exposed email addresses and 
passwords
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subsequently, these accounts can then be directly abused or resold on various deep and dark web marketplaces (figures 
3 and 4). To thwart detection of this credential stuffing activity, the threat actors utilize a number of proxy servers to 
mask their true ip address and appear as if the service is being accessed from unique locations.

Figure 2 - Disney+ Specific 
tool freely available to 
users of an underground 
forum

figures 3 and 4 - example 
sales of compromised 
Disney+ accounts on 
multiple deep and dark 
web marketplaces
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 � recoMMenDAtions
 | practice proper password hygiene, and avoid using the same credentials across more multiple accounts, given the 

credential stuffing attacks that relatively easy to launch and popular amongst low-sophistication threat actor. 
 | Whilst many may consider having a unique password for each online service to be difficult to manage, password 

managers simplify this process and allow you to generate and securely store unique difficult-to-guess passwords. 
 | complex passwords are reducing the chances of an account being guessed, such as through a brute-force attack, 

unique passwords provide containment should an online service be compromised through other means and prevent 
threat actors from using these credentials to access other accounts. 

 | Where supported by online services, multi-factor authentication, such as being sent a code via text message or using 
a one-time-password generating app, should always be configured and used to further thwart attacks of this nature.

 � contAct inforMAtion
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